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SUBJECT | Increase synergies
United Heavy Lift and Ocean7 Projects follow up Joint Office in Norway with new Location in Malaysia
Hamburg. The two experienced, internationally renowned players in the market for heavy sea transport are expanding their sphere of
influence by opening another office in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, similiar to the one opened in Norway earlier this year.
The new Malaysia office will be run by Managing Partner Rune Larsen, who will be supported by Skyler Teh and Catherine Hybel. The
transport specialists will be represented in Asia by people who already are very familiar with the local market.
Director and Partner at United Heavy Lift, Lars Bonnesen, who himself worked in Kuala Lumpur in the 90’s, expressed his excitement:
„Rune is an old colleague of mine. I’m very happy about being able to work with him again.“
Jesper Henriksen, Director and Partner at Ocean7 Projects, added: „ We are quite excited to see United O7 Asia take off bringing us a step
closer to the many loyal clients in Asia Pacific region through a very experienced local team starting from 5th of November.
Since the United O7 Asia office will be in charge of the entire Ocean7 Projects and United Heavy Lift fleet the specialists for the transport
of heavy, project and breakbulk cargo hope that the Asian location will receive the same support by their customers that other locations
have done in the past.

UNITED 07 ASIA SDN BHD
Lot A6 Taman Tunku, Bukit Tunku
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia
E-Mail: asia@united-07.com
Office: +6036 211 1166
About the United Group / United Heavy Lift
The United Group, headquartered in Hamburg, consists of three closely linked companies: United Heavy Lift (UHL), United Wind Logistics
(UWL) and not least United Engineering Solutions (UES). United Heavy Lift was established in 2015 and provides tailored heavy maritime
transport solutions. Read more about our fleet on our website: http://unitedheavylift.de/about/fleet/
About Ocean7 Projects
Ocean7 Projects is an international project and heavy-lift carrier controlling a modern fleet in excess of 25 modern vessels ranging from
2,500 to 17,500 dwt with lifting capacity up to 500mt including ro/ro vessels, all trading worldwide. Ocean7 Projects operates through
an extensive network of well-reputed agents globally in addition to Ocean7’s own offices in Denmark, Germany, Spain and Italy.

